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Base AT-A
The AT-A basically comes with a number of standard parts. These parts are 
marked with an S-Symbol in front of this specific part. The AT-A will be provided 
with these parts if no other option from this category has been selected. For the 
complete description of the standard parts we refer to the specifications. Below 
you will also find all possible options and accessories.

*This clock is always delivered as standard outside the other selected parts in this category. Unless a rotation clock is chosen.

Art.nr. Base Preis €

426877 Tricycle AT-A 1.721

426010 - Frame, color blue (RAL5024) -

426020 - Custom RAL color (excl. fluorescent colors), additional charge 232

Art.nr. Drive options/ hubs Preis €

426920 Freewheel -

426964 Fixed gear -

429965 Pedal brake 235

426665 Pedal brake automatic 329

426966 3 speed hub 257

426967 3 speed hub with pedal brake 348

Art.nr. Handlebars Preis €

427152 Slightly curved handlebar, black -

426954 Square handlebar 169

430376 Square handlebar incl. push brake system 444

Art.nr. Stems Preis €

426807 Stem, length 220 mm -

426806 Stem, length 300 mm -

406142 Ergonomic stem with quick release 113

Art.nr. Other handlebar attachments Preis €

432686 Bicycle clock, children's model* -

426959 Rotation clock 15

427400 Handlebar pointed backwards (steer closer) 68

426958 Extra steering wheel limiter 25

426960 Rearview mirror left, adjustable 38

426965 Rearview mirror right, adjustable 38

426924 Lower arm support 188

426927 Lower arm fixation (only suitable for the above item) 39

426992 Vertical handle, black 47

426951 Steering handlebar, semi-circular 133

Art.nr. Seats Preis €

427175 Children's model seat, Selle Royal -

427179 Gel seat 68

418265 Wide seat 68

426897 Banana seat (not suitable with T-model stem) 49
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Make the tricycle AT-A even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
The mentioned prices are exclusive VAT, delivery ex works. The prices are valid from January 1, 2023 and 
replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.
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Make the tricycle AT-A even more personal? Special adjustments are possible on request!
The mentioned prices are exclusive VAT, delivery ex works. The prices are valid from January 1, 2023 and 
replace all previous price lists. Subject to technical changes and printing errors.

Art.nr. Seat posts Preis €

427157 Aluminium seat post, length 300 mm -

426972 Aluminium seat post, length 350 mm -

426989 T-model seat post, length 300 mm 70

Art.nr. Trunk support Preis €

426898 Hip support 301

426903 - Hip fixation 54

426905 - Side support set 237

426910 - Backrest flat 254

426917 - Shoulder belt (applicable with backrest flat) 199

426915 - Breast fixation (applicable with backrest flat) 287

Art.nr. Stick holders & push bar Preis €

426888 Stick holder, double rear 114

426883 Stick holder, single rear 105

427026 Push bar 78

427024 Push bar (applicable with hip support) 78

Art.nr. Pedals Preis €

426581 Pedal set -

426929 Forefoot support, left (toeclip) 30

426930 Forefoot support, right (toeclip) 30

426932 Race pedals pair with fixation belt (not suitable with footrest/ forefoot support) 37

Art.nr. Foot support Preis €

428934 Metal footrest for lower leg fixation, left (16 x 6,5 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 102

426946 Lower leg fixation, left (only suitable for the above item) 82

428925 Metal footrest for lower leg fixation, right (16 x 6,5 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 102

428920 Lower leg fixation, right (only suitable for the above item) 82

426934 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426935 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (17 x 6 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 94

426936 Plastic footrest, left with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

426937 Plastic footrest, right with forefoot- and heel strap (19 x 7 cm) (applicable with basic pedal set) 112

432749 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, left (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 75

432752 Balance weight for footrest/ forefoot support, right (not suitable with lower leg fixation) 75

426986 Pedal extender, left 63

426987 Pedal extender, right 63

426975 Crank shortener set (reduces inner leg length to 2,5 cm or 5 cm) 40

432789 Pulley system/ pointed foot correction (applicable with footrests) 83

Art.nr. Basket Preis €

427025 Shopping basket incl. handlebar clamp 85
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*Safety lock served single-handed, only in combination with AXA Solid lock on front fork or AXA Solid lock on support mudgard

Art.nr. Other adjustments Preis €

426963 AXA Solid lock on front fork (V-brake will go off) 36

427963 AXA Solid lock on support mudgard 63

426578 Safety lock, served single-handed (extra price)* 25

426587 AXA Cable lock (single-handed) 40

432846 Continuous lighting 155
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